Oregon Clean Fuels Program
Registering Fuel Supply Equipment
This document explains the new process to register EV chargers, CNG/RNG dispensers,
hydrogen and other alternative fuel supply equipment (FSE) into the CFP Online System.
Moving to this new system will make it easier to update equipment records in the future
and help ensure that equipment is not being accidentally claimed by two separate entities.
Beginning with the Q1 2018 report, the reporting of electricity, CNG/RNG, and hydrogen
will need to go through the registration process.
Step 1: Log into the CFP Online System
Step 2: Update your organization’s Organization Profile by clicking the Org Profile tab
(circled below).
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Step 3: When you do so, you will get the following screen:

Oregon Clean Fuels Program
Please check the boxes that apply to your company and update any other information
about your organization while on this page. Press submit.
Step 4: The Facility-FSE and Registered FSE tabs will now be available (see the image in
Step 2). The Facility-FSE tab is where you register new Fuel Supply Equipment, the
Registered FSE tab is where you can see the equipment you have already registered.
When you register a new FSE, the CFP Online System assigns a FSE ID. The FSE IDs
are needed when submitting quarterly reports.
Step 5: Proceed as normal to submit quarterly reports, but now with fuel volumes per
FSE. Excel and XML templates that incorporate the new FSE IDs fields are currently
available on the CFP Online System home page under the Technical Files heading.
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For Electric Vehicle Charging Equipment, please include documentation for the EV-FSE
Serial Number that includes that serial number. For CNG and Hydrogen fuel supply
equipment the type of documentation is specified in the system.
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Our system for registering Fuel Supply Equipment is identical to California’s, so please
see their how-to guide for registering this equipment. Any questions or issues about
registration should be direct to us at Oregoncleanfuels@deq.state.or.us
Want more information?
For information about the Clean Fuels Program, go to the program webpage at:
http://www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/programs/Pages/Clean-Fuels.aspx.
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